
:IBi Genetic recombination: the sexual process In Escherichia coli 
(X. M. Lederberg; much of this work has been carrfed/in a postal 

collaboration with Dr. L. IJ, Cavalli of Milan, i& 
Italy) ‘- 

1. S& lncompatibili ty 

In previous work on the sexual recombination mechanism in Escherichia coli 

It had been concluded that all strains of the K-12 line of this species were 
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Eddr equally competent to fbnction in the sexual process. This- was-based 

particularly on the a+bsence of any obvloas segregation of mating preference4 A!’ ‘+,5+- 
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the of- c~ois8s. It has been necessary to revlse this 

concept , however ) in the light af the discovery of certain strains which we will 

call sF-a in contrast to the nfld type F+. F- rtrains are charactericed by their 

total eterillty in combinations with each other, that is, all crosses of F- by 

F- are completely non-productive, whereas F- by F+! and I% by F+, corresponding 

to all previous work, are productive of genetic recombinants. The first P’- 

strains to be discovered were catqual isolations for which we could as&m no .* i i .C’. ‘._ 
basis for the occurrence of thenF- change. More recently, however, it has been 

discovered (Dr. P. D. Skaar) that ’ 
e 

- strains could be artificially produced 

by passing F+ strains through semi-solid agar and selecting for pptlmal motility. 
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The mechanism of this effect has not been elucidated. The most remarkable feature 

of the 3% &r,#$system is the restoration of F- strains ‘to the F+ state by sim- 
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ple mixed culture of F- with F+ strains.’ While the transfer of the 3% state 

occurs w3 th very hi& efficiency it has not yet been possible to separate any 

virus-like ag8nt from F+ cultures which would have this restoring effect. !l!he 

way in which the F+ state controls the sexual process In Escherlchia call remains 

obscure, Other lines of Escherichia coli have been found in this laboratory In 

which the F state appears to play no direct role. Other workers have, however, 

speculated that the transfer of the F+ trait is mediated by a virus-like agent 

which has al80 th8 property of transferrIng, under exceptional circumstances, 

part or all of the genetic material of the bacterium. We have not been able to 
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reconcile this speculation with the totality of the data/m been accumulated 

here, but for the present are not able to offer any substantial alternatives. 

Until the mechetism of the transfer of the F+ state is clarified the 8ntir8 ques- 

tion 18 bound to be obscure. All that can be certainly stated at the present 

time ig that ~~~mqdkmx&~~ at least one of the 

parents must be in the Ft state for a cross to succeed. 

the F+/- polarity of the parents also plays an important role in modifjting 

the segregational behevior of a given cross* In general the recombinants tend 

to show a considerable excess of the markers originally carried by the F- parent, 

and this finding has been part of the baeie for the speculation previously men- 

tioned, with the sug#@stion that the @JF+ ageat” may usually transfer only a frag- 

ment of the genetic materi&l. of the parent cell. Cur studies on the behavior-of 

unreduced diplofds obtained from crosses of varying polarity have ruled out this 

interpretation and we have been led instead to the rather more complex notion 

that there ia a partial elimination of the genetic material. that had been 

originally been contributed In full by the F+ parent. This elimination must 

take place subsequ8nt to eygote formation and crossing over to account for the 

character of the diplolds that we have analyeed (T. C. Nelson). 

Considerable effort continues to be directed to the demonstration of the 

sexual process on a morphological as well as a genetic basfs. AB the attached 

figure 1 shows It is possible to make cytologIca preparations of mixed cultures 

of the X-12 line in which there are paired elements hi&y suggestive of a 

conjugal process. Considerable attention is being paid, however, to the nmerous 

artffacts in appearances of both cellular ati nuclear structures which may be 

the uonsequence of current cytological methods as applied to bacteria, and we 

are not yet in a position to assert with w confidence that the figure here 

Wnonstrated Is free from such artifacts. These cytological atudIes with fixed 

and stained preparations are being carried out coordinately with studf8s m 
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on living cells. Linked pairs of cells are not infrequently seen in living 
the 

preparations but their possible significance with respect to/sexual process 

remains to be assessed. * 

Th8 discovery in 1951 and 1952 of SOBlO 50 additional strains of &!cheriChia 

call which displayed genetic recombination encouraged the hope of an immuno- 

genetic analysis In this sp8cIes. Preliminary studies soon indicated that the 

different fertile line6 that had been isolated were of a very wide variety of 

serological types and that there was no obviius correlation between any eero- 

lo&cal or cultural characters within the species Escherichia coli and the 

ability to undergo the sexual process. In the present studi es some 5% of the 

strafns tested within this species have shown genetic recombination. At the 

present time we do not know what factors, if any, limit the possible occurrence 

of rexuality in the remaining etrains. Unfortunately, se-the M-8. 
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a~9mt-hrew-:b-~~, 6'. Eecherichia coli does 

not lend iteelf very well,to serological study. The component antigens show 

marked interference ti th one another In the usual serological tests and even 
that ); .-- 

the best antisera/can usually be obtained have relatively I\ti ters. In addition, 

the over-all antigenic structure of the E. co11 group is so complex that it was 

not feasible v to &%ttOmpt to develop a YX%l@ Of S8l%1O&i 

reagants such as would be necessary for an adequate immunogenetic analysis. 

However, it has been possfble to demonstrate with a number of distinct lines 

that the three groups of antigenic factors that w been described by other 

workers--a# the so-called 0, K and H-=-are separable by genetic recombination, 

and that new combinations of the varfous antlgenic factors can be synthesized 

by this same process. fn general however the Salmonella group has proved to be 

far superior for such purposes, de advantages of JLhe greater serological sim- 

plicity, or our ability to rely on the much more extensive work that IIELB al- 

ready b8sn done by other workers, outwel&ing the possible disadvantages of 


